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The Ashihara Book of Light.
This book is designed as a
general introduction to art,
architecture, and nature.
The first part addresses

questions about light, the
second deals with light in
space, and the third with
light in nature. The center
of the book addresses the
phenomenological study of
light, just as the center of a
building is the place where
the people live. “Light: an
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Introduction to Nature”.
The Ashihara Book of Light.
By Yoshinobu Ashihara. San

Francisco: Sierra Club
Books, 1982. 1. 1030 pp.
Light, form, and space: an
introduction to nature. By
Yoshinobu Ashihara. New
York: E.P. Dutton, 1982.

The first book ever written
on how light is used in

nature and in architecture.
Canvas drawing without
displaying it (actionscript

3.0) I am new to
actionscript and I came
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across with this question.
I've found that I can draw

on a canvas with:
Canvas(stage).width = 800;

Canvas(stage).height =
500; This is how the canvas
is displayed. However I am
wondering is it possible to
redraw the same canvas

while not displaying it and
draw onto that canvas? In
other words how to hide

the canvas and still have it
visible? A: You can draw on
the canvas but you'll need
to draw on the BitmapData
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directly. The Canvas class
is designed to paint on its

children directly. The
Canvas class does not itself

contain any displayable
content (unless you're

using the display objects
provided by the stage

class). Instead, the Canvas
class is used only as a

container object, along with
the other stage objects.

The Canvas class, then, is
intended for painting on

your content, not displaying
it on a Display List. // create
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a new BitmapData from the
stage var bd:BitmapData =

new
BitmapData(stage.width,

stage.height, true,
0xFFFFFF); // create a

graphics from the canvas
var g:Graphics = new

Graphics(); 6d1f23a050
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